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Build Your Ideal Settlement and Avoid Divorce Financial Mistakes"The Financially Smart Divorce

covers every essential financial aspect of divorce and then some. It should be required

reading."Â The Honorable Howard LipseyFamily Court Judge and Legal ConsultantÂ "This is a

wonderful and important resource for anyone considering or getting a divorce. I recommend it to all

people navigating this unfortunate life situation."Â Dr. Pamela ShervanickÂ Psychiatrist and

Counselor"This uncommon book encourages divorcing people to use their brains instead of fear

and then gives them the information and tools to help them manage the financial side of their

divorce. For the many couples interested in cooperative divorce, the process is financial planning.

This book will be a great travel companion on their journey."John Fiske, Esq.Award Winning

Mediator and Mediation TrainerDivorce is the largest financial transaction you will make in your

lifetime. You need more than information; you need a step-by-step path to follow.From preparation

to recovery "The Financially Smart Divorce" guides you through the financial maze of divorce while

providing essential knowledge on eighteen topics including child support, alimony, dividing and

transferring assets, taxation, managing business interests, executive compensation issues, and

much more. You will also learn how to:Assess your family finances top-to-bottomCreate a powerful

and focused negotiation game planExpertly evaluate and compare financial proposalsSmartly

analyze your final agreement before you signProperly implement your agreement and rebuild your

finances.Plus, all the checklists, exercises, and planning tools contained in this book are available

as a free download in the "The Financially Smart Divorce Planner" to help guide you through your

divorce. /div>
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"The Financially Smart Divorce covers every essential financial aspect of divorce...and then some. It

should be required reading.." THE HONORABLE HOWARD LIPSEY FORMER FAMILY COURT

JUDGE AND LEGAL CONSULTANT "This is a wonderful and important resource for anyone

considering or getting a divorce. I recommend it to all people navigating this unfortunate life

situation." DR. PAMELA SHERVANICK PSYCHIATRIST AND COUNSELOR

J. A. Licciardello is the founder of Wentworth Divorce Financial Advisors LLC and creator of the

FreshStart Program . Along with other affiliated consultants, he helps couples navigate the financial

maze of divorce so they can live the life they deserve. Mr. Licciardello has been practicing financial

planning and helping solve personal money issues for over twenty years. He has had extensive

training as a financial planner and additional credentials as a Certified Divorce Financial Analyst

(CDFA ), which gives him specialized knowledge in the field of divorce financial planning. He also

has extensive training in mediation and collaborative divorce and has written numerous articles in

the field of divorce finance. J. A. Licciardello holds a bachelor's degree from the University of

Maryland, and an MBA from the University of Connecticut. Before his financial services career, he

was a manager at IBM and was former President of the Financial Planning Association in southern

New England He lives in the coastal northeast with his three children, and when he isn't sailing

enjoys writing music, cooking, and gardening.

Written with clarity and a deep knowledge of the subject, I rank this book as unique among others

because it is one that left a powerful impression upon me. The title is something to reflect upon. I

highly recommend the book because the information is priceless. There are many good

professionals who do similar work. However, the difference between "good" and "great," both in

writing style and practical knowledge helpful to anyone, is the unique ability the author has of

producing in the reader several "Aha!" moments while reading this book. This is not an easy subject

but Mr. Licciardello makes the topic seem easy. Further, the author is someone that genuinely

cares. Divorce is not a fun experience but if I had not stumbled upon his book last year I am sure

the present would not be as bright. I read it several times and implemented his advice along with

visiting his website. I do not hesitate to say that if anyone reading this is either going through a

divorce or feel it is coming, you will not regret contacting the author. I have went through a number



of unexpected events during the past year and feeling lost with the subject I contacted him. It was

one of the wisest decision I have made. Mr. Licciardello is a great person. I know who to contact

soon and I want to say "Thank you" for writing this book. The difference between "good" and

"great?" Read the book and contact him. You will then know he is a great CDFA.

Read J. Anthony Licciardello's "The Financially Smart Divorce". His unique premise, written with

concise and clear chapters, will arm you with fresh, current knowledge necessary to navigate the

ever-changing complex divorce process. The book, organized and comprehensive from beginning

to end, together with Licciardello's intuitive writing style makes for an easy, user friendly read on an

otherwise hard subject.C.King

I purchased this book for a friend of mine who is having some struggles at the present time. I like

the overall structure of the book. It takes you through the process in a very organized manner. With

divorce being very high on the emotional scale, this book's step-by-step approach helps to mitigate

that emotion using a very structured approach. Congratulations to John Licciardello ... great job!!!!

Helpful tool for those considering or undergoing the divorce process from both a general and

financial standpoint. Very well organized with helpful tips, action steps, and bulleted information.

This book will be a valuable resource for me. It has information on all the financial topics I am

interested in and is organized logically. I like that it covers all three phases of my divorce starting

with preparation, then negotiation strategies, and finally rebuilding my financial life after my divorce

is over. The negotiation strategies section and the tools to help me assess my agreement are

especially helpful. The planner guide is a nice bonus - it has a lot of additional checklists and

exercises I will certainly use. This is a very readable and informative guide.

Easy to read! This really helps bring order to circumstances that might otherwise spiral out of

control!

If you're going through a divorce, this is a great resource to help all parties involved do it right. Lots

of useful information presented in a very clear way. I like the quotes that open each chapter.

This is one of those books that sorts through a difficult subject and serves it to you in an organized,



manageable read. Useful to more than those anticipating divorce, Mr. Licciardello helps the reader

understand family and personal finance, and the important procedures regarding assets and income

related to beneficiaries, pensions and retirement accounts. As the author points out, there is no one

that normally steps in to address these issues during a divorce. I would add that there might not be

anyone explaining these issues during any life changing event. I've passed this book on to a few

friends that expressed interest, and would recommend it to anyone looking for both insight and

procedures before any financial change.
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